Gamechangers

Designing the
Evolutionary Workspace

Designing the Evolutionary Workspace Experience
• Identify the demographic and generational shifts that impact design
• How do you design/re-image to meet your current needs …..yet be flexible enough to
support the long-term hospitality environment your future customers will crave?
• Investigate the impact/use of technology to change the user experience
• Ask ourselves-What part does our equipment choices and facility space planning play?
• Examine customer utilization, function and flexibility as they relate to your work space
• Discuss ideas on setting metrics and measuring
• Evaluate ideas to “Enhance the user experience”
• “Give customers what they want when they want it”

Not to teach you how to design space but rather how to embark on it?

About Gamechanging Innovation
• Innovation starts with having the right question. Apple's iPod didn't start with
‘let's make a really cool MP3 player’.
• It started by a problem framed around ‘how can I carry 1000 songs in my pocket’?

• The more focused the challenge, the easier the innovation.
• Creativity is about seeing things everyone else has seen, but thinking what
nobody else has thought.
• Our right question: How can we prepare for the Speed of Change? How can
we quickly adapt to unique new change drivers…whatever they may be…and
as non-traditional as they may be, to enhance our users experience?

Vision Canvas

Market Scenarios
Business Purpose

New Possibilities
How are existing and new concepts likely
to evolve, in terms of customers,
channels, competitors and ways of
working?
What are the potential new opportunities
for customers and their
articulated/unarticulated needs?

Future Vision
Why do we exist? What is our noble
contribution to our purpose?

Business Ambition
Change Drivers

What is our inspiring vision of the future?
How will we adapt and serve better?

Future Space

What are the most relevant drivers of
change in our markets – social,
economic, technological – shaping user
needs?

Given this business purpose and future
vision, what do we want to achieve?
How can we articulate our business
better, more inspiring and distinctively?

Innovation in FS & Hospitality
Change
WHY
Customer
profile or
target market

Purpose,
services,
goals

Change
WHAT

Change
WHO
Change
HOW

The concept,
service style or
speed of delivery

The product
or user
experience

Disruption Canvas
Change the “Why”

How could you change (redefine, extend, etc.) the purpose of
your business and brand? E.g. goals, services and concepts
offered, etc.

Change the Game

Change the “Who”

How could you change (refocus, extend, etc.) the core
audience? E.g. focus on a new segment or demographic.

Change the “What”
How could you change (reinvent, extend, etc.) your menu and
services? e.g. additional services, IOT and customer
experience

Change the “How”
How could you change (reconfigure, simplify, etc.) the way you
work or configure space? e.g. services, technology, internal
organization, menu flexibility, flex space.

How will you combine a number of these factors to change
the way your model works? What will benefit customers
and the organization? How will this drive your flexible
workspace experience?

10 Gamechanger Innovations Changed the Way We Eat

Key Takeaways
1. Who is the primary customer and what do they really want?
a. How could we make things simpler, more accessable, more customized for them?

2. How can we use the assets we already have in smarter ways?

3. What is the benefit we are trying to deliver and how else could it be achieved?
4. How can we deliver the concept in a way that our customers love and that is differentiated?
5. What if customers were in charge of our business? What would they do differently?
6. How would we do it if we only had 1/10 of the budget? Can’t have it all—what are our priorities?
7. What should we stop doing, before creating more things to do?
8. Who are the non-users? What do they have in common?
9. How can we embrace technology and utilize it to both enhance the user experience and our efficiency?

10.How can we design for flexible workspace to meet the gamechanging drivers and which are our priorities?

